How many quarters will it take to offer hope for a cure of thyroid cancer?

Please join us in keeping that hope alive by collecting quarters (that's right, just 25 cents) that will further research of our disease. Together, our quarters can really make a difference!

A quarter a week would mean that each of us could donate $12 a year, to our Research Funds... we have a Research Fund that includes Papillary, Follicular, Anaplastic and variants, and a separate Research Fund for Medullary Thyroid Carcinoma.

If we all participate, inviting family and friends to join in, we would have a very sizable amount to offer additional Research Grants.

ThyCa is proud to:

• Be the unique group of thyroid cancer survivors who participate in research funding of our own disease.

• Have offered research grants for the past 9 years totaling more than $750,000. ThyCa research grants are open to researchers and institutions worldwide, with awards made by an independent expert review panel of the American Thyroid Association.

• Announce that advances continue to be made in the treatment of all Thyroid Cancer, in part because of our Research Grants.

• Remind us that every single quarter, meaning 100% of all money received for Research, goes directly to Research.

What a difference a quarter can make. Please join in and send a check in lieu of heavy quarters, to:

ThyCa, Rally for Research, P.O. Box 964, Chesterfield, MO 63006-0964

Or donate online on the Donate to ThyCa page on www.thyca.org

Please designate which Research Fund you are donating to. Donations are tax deductible.